ONVIF® Conformance Process Flow Chart

Membership according to ONVIF Rules of Membership

1. New product/software with at least one ONVIF profile supported

   Ensure that all mandatory and all applicable conditional features are supported and will be tested

2. Device or Client?

   - Device
     - Run valid ONVIF Device Test Tool
   - Client
     - Run valid ONVIF Client Test Tool

3. Device or Client?

   - Device
     - All required tests successfully passed?
       - Yes
         - Prepare ONVIF Interface Guide for concerned product
       - No
         - Fix claimed issues, resubmit document set via Member Portal

   - Client
     - More than 2 devices from different manufacturers used for each feature for each supported profile?
       - Yes
         - ONVIF Client Test Tool will produce a temporary DoC only for eligible profiles in case of successful test
       - No
         - Fix claimed issues, resubmit document set via Member Portal

4. Document set successfully validated by the Member Portal?

5. Sanity check on member status and documents by ONVIF office

6. Appropriate ONVIF profile logo can be used. ONVIF logo cannot be used. Product is ONVIF conformant and listed in the ONVIF conformant product database.

For applicable errata, see current 'Errata document for the ONVIF Device Test Tool'

ONVIF members are expected to follow this process for each new hardware / firmware / software release to obtain ONVIF conformance for this product.